
Accelerate Workforce Dimensions testing without sacrificing quality.

Test your deployment, not your patience.

Ensuring every Workforce Dimensions release your 
team deploys is accurate and reliable shouldn’t feel like 
a race against time. But, with so many other business-
critical commitments on your team’s plate, squeezing 
testing in at the end of every release seems like your 
only option. Or is it?

Test everything. Sacrifice nothing.

TestAssure lets your project team build and automate 
test scenarios faster than ever with pre-built automations 
developed exclusively for Workforce Dimensions. And, 
with an intuitive user interface, automating your  
Workforce Dimensions testing has never been so effortless.

Your team can keep pace with constant Workforce 
Dimensions updates and stay ahead of configuration 
changes, while empowering your people to test 
everything under the sun — without sacrificing quality. 

Inspire confidence!

TestAssure allows your team to test quickly and often, 
so you can regression test EVERY change that’s made 
to the Workforce Dimensions platform. Straightforward 
reports with drill-downs provide you with visibility and 
insight into the tests that are run, so you will always 

know exactly what has been tested. You and your 
stakeholders can have the confidence that your system 
is always functioning as expected.  

Spend less time testing, more time delivering.

Faster — Cuts testing time by 90%
Easier — Build tests without writing a line of code
Better — Pre-built and maintenance free
Proven — Built with 20+ years workforce management 
testing experience

Backed by the ONLY Workforce Dimensions 
Automated Testing Partner.

Our cloud-based service is 
maintained in lock-step with 
Workforce Dimensions. Every 
time Kronos issues a release, we automatically update 
TestAssure, allowing your team to always be ready to test 
system upgrades. No other testing solution can do that.

Stay ahead of Workforce Dimensions  
updates and deliver quality! Everytime!  

TestAssure
7205 Ohms Lane / Suite 200
Edina, MN 55439

Keeping up with Workforce  
Dimensions releases shouldn’t  
feel like a race against time.

“TestAssure helped us hit our project 
deadline and allowed us to save 
costs on delivering Workforce 
Dimensions, without sacrificing  
the quality of the solution.”

Product Manager
Fortune 20 Retailer
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